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Ã¢â‚¬Â¢A new edition of this definitive book, marking the 60th anniversary of the

SpeedmasterÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Includes new features and additional historical information "The OMEGA

Speedmaster Professional - the Moonwatch - has done things that no other timepiece has done and

it has been worn in places that only a few human beings have been." - Captain Eugene Cernan, last

man on the moon"It is an indescribable reference work and a true must-have for every Speedmaster

collector." - ForbesThere are very few timepieces in the world that deserve a definitive and

comprehensive book. The OMEGA Speedmaster Professional Moonwatch is one of them. Initially

designed for automobile racing teams and engineers, the Omega Speedmaster embarked on a very

different trajectory when NASA chose it to accompany astronauts heading for the Moon in 1965. Its

involvement in the space adventure has propelled the Moonwatch to the top of the list of celebrated

timepieces.After years of research and observation, the authors present a complete panorama of

the Moonwatch in a systematic work that is both technical and attractive, making it the unparalleled

reference book for this legendary watch. This new edition, marking the 60th anniversary of the

Speedmaster, has been enriched with numerous new features and additional historical

information.Contents:Foreword by Raynald Aeschlimann, President and CEO of OMEGA; Foreword

by Captain Eugene Cernan, Commander of Apollo 17; Why a Speedmaster Moonwatch guide?;

Part 1 - Speedmaster History; 1, Major Dates; 2, Speedmaster and NASA 25; Part 2 - Main

Components and Accessories; 1, An Original Approach; 2, The Caliber; 3, The Caseband; 4, The

Dial; 5, The Bezel; 6, The Hands; 7, The Caseback; 8, The Crown; 9, The Pushers; 10, The Glass;

11, The Bracelet; 12, The Presentation Box; 13, The Documents; Part 3 - The Models; 1,

Introduction; 2, Standard Production; 3, Special and Limited Series; 4, Personalized Models and

Special Projects; 5, The Alaska Project; Part 4 - 60 Years of Innovation; Part 5 - How to Start

Collecting Speedmasters; 1, Budget; 2, Choosing a Model; 3, Sales Channels; Part 6 - Appendices;

1, Model Codes; 2, Tables & Bibliography; 3, Contributions; 4, Identification Aid
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Anthony MarquiÃƒÂ© is a French national and a trained aeronautical engineer. He swiftly turned to

an international career in finance and investments. He has always been a collector of both modern

and vintage watches, including many icons from the Omega production. Today he spends a lot of

his time looking for rare examples, as well as studying the market for prestigious watches and

collector's pieces. GrÃƒÂ©goire Rossier is a Swiss biologist specialising in bioinformatics. He

became a watch enthusiast at the age of 13 when he inherited his first Omega Seamaster, but it

was only much later that he started serious research on the Moonwatch. Applying his experience as

a researcher, he developed a systematic database of thousands of entries referencing all his

observations as well as the market trends for several versions of the Speedmaster.

the speedy bible

As described. Thanks!

This was a gift so I haven't seen the book but the recipient absolutely loves it!

Excellent book.

Like most emerging watch enthusiast, I hesitated spending $$$$ on just a book. After all, why can't i

just look online for the details and put that money towards some more sweet sweet wrist candy?

Especially when this book is just about one watch? (Speedmaster)Well let me tell you. You need to

buy this book, because it will change the way you view other watch books. It will set the standard of

what a good reference book SHOULD be. Let me give you some example:This book not only goes

through every single reference up to the early 2000's, but they also provide the accurate box,

bracelets, and even what the correct PAPER WORK should look like for a specific reference. This



book is so meticulous, that it's mindboggling how they even got this stuff categorized. It goes

through every known bezel, caseback, and case variation. It lets you know which reference should

have which variation of the 861 caliber. Did I mention everything has pictures? You get a visual of

everything, often from multiple angles.Get this book if you are at all serious about collecting

watches. Because not only will it be a great tool if you're looking for a Speedy, it will also change

your expectation of what a great reference book should be.

Got this last month,purchased my first vintage Speedy with it.And it all checks out.But I did see a lot

of put-togethers with this book on the market. Definitely buy it if you want to purchase a vintage

cal.321 Speedmaster.I got it for around $300 and $300 for saving yourself from put-together

watches time and time again is of course worth it. It is worth noting that there is free info available

online for free.And you might want to check out those first.But this does have a complete set of

photos of most dials and with some arrows pointing to the place you can notice the difference.Some

of which is rather small,but helpful if you want an all original part watch.Plus there is some original

research done by the author and is very interesting and might came in handy. The book also has

photos and info of most manual winding Speedmasters,I believe it has all the old ones,including the

one-offs.Some I didn't know existed.But no current models up to 2014.Which is a bit of a shame but

those are available through Omega so no big deal.The photos are pleasing to look at as well. I gave

it a 4 stars instead of 5 because although the printing is of high quality done in Switzerland.The

powder(?) left over by the printing process is still left in the book in great volume.It won't ruin your

floor(it is thin and small) but you can feel it when you touch it and you might inhale it if you read the

book in a no nicely ventilated room...It gave me head ache when I first read it...I now wear gas mask

to read it..But I think reading it outside will do too.Don't do it in your bedroom unless you have an air

cleaner or you have really big windows...I don't think those powder are good for you....

You cannot own a Speedy and not own this book. The level of detail they put in this book makes

graduate texts look like Green Eggs and Ham.

Perfect book for Omega Moon collectors, extremelly detailed. This book is the definitive guide, it is

the best choice!
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